The EZ-Sand provides new and innovative orbital sanding action, while its unique and compact design allows it to sand almost anywhere.

EZ-Sand
Orbital Sander

• Modular two-piece design
• Sturdy and rugged components
• Vacuum-ready dust pipe
• Triple-motor and pad design
• Sands open areas and wall lines

Because Pride Still Matters.
A Nilfisk-Advance Brand
Clarke American Sanders is proud to present the latest innovation in floor sanding equipment, the EZ-Sand Orbital Sander. Designed with steel, aluminum, and iron components, this machine delivers the rugged durability that you have come to expect.

With its unique appearance, a rotating handle, and its two-piece modular design, it is clear that this machine is no ordinary sander. In fact, it is a multi-purpose machine that can be used to sand both large and small areas on any project.

Its compact design allows it to sand edges, wall lines, and closets. Its powerful three-motor, triple-head design allows it to effectively sand large, open areas. The orbital sanding action makes it a very stable machine that is easy to run for use with or against the grain.

The EZ-Sand features a modular design that allows the handle to quickly separate from the base of the machine. This makes it incredibly easy to transport to and from any home or job-site. The sander is also equipped with a self-contained dust collection system. It may also be connected to a remote vacuum system for optimum dust containment.

The complete sanding solution.

The EZ-Sand Orbital Sander is designed to meet all your sanding needs. Its compact design allows it to sand edges, walls, and small areas. Its powerful three-motor, triple-head design allows it to effectively sand large, open areas. The orbital sanding action makes it a very stable machine that is easy to run for use with or against the grain.

The EZ-Sand features a modular design that allows the handle to quickly separate from the base of the machine. This makes it incredibly easy to transport to and from any home or job-site. The sander is also equipped with a self-contained dust collection system. It may also be connected to a remote vacuum system for optimum dust containment.

The modular design allows the sander to disassemble into two pieces for easy service and transportation.

- 25 lb handle assembly
- Handle is attached to the base with three simple latches – no tools required
- Simply remove six fasteners to gain access to the motors for routine service
- Triple pad design gives full sanding coverage while the triple motor design allows each pad to be driven directly from the motor – no belts to service
- The handle sleeve allows the handle to be locked in the upright position for storage, or released for operation
- Hook and Loop paper attachment uses 6.875 inch paper and makes changing paper quick and easy.
For superior dust collection, combine the EZ-Sand with a dust control vacuum from Clarke American Sanders.

A vacuum-ready dust pipe design easily fits a 1.5 inch vacuum hose for use with a dust control vacuum system.

The three-head sanding design will sand the entire floor, including edges and wall lines.

For superior dust collection, combine the EZ-Sand with a dust control vacuum from Clarke American Sanders.
What does the EZ-Sand do best?
- High speed orbital sanding
- Sands open areas and wall lines
- Sands with or against the grain

What are the safety features?
- Dust bag for dust collection
- Dust skirt prevents airborne dust
- Safety interlock switch

What are the accessories?
- Drive pads
- Dust bags

Specifications are subject to change without notice.